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Photo Courtesy: Ford Ford’s F-series of pickup trucks has been around for more than a century, and the model has been among the most popular vehicles for decades. The F-150 has been the best-selling truck in the United States for more than 40 years, and this model serves as the flagship for a broader series of trucks. Owners love the F-150 for its
power and durability, but you can also add many of the features and finishes to it that you’d find on luxury vehicles. The F-150 is versatile enough that it serves just as well as a work truck as it does as a status symbol to many people. If you’re in the market for a new Ford F-150, learn more about its features and different ways to find deals on this
popular vehicle.The 2020 Ford F-150Ford launched the 2020 F-150 in late 2019, and it began arriving at dealerships shortly after the launch. It was available in both two-door and four-door models with multiple options. You can shop for several trim levels and configurations, including the XL, XLT, Lariat, King Ranch and Platinum models, all of which
boast different accessories, interiors and features to suit various needs. For example, while the XL is considered the base model, the 2020 version still comes with features like a backup camera and automatic high beams. The King Ranch edition, on the other hand, comes standard with heated, ventilated seating and ambient lighting. Photo Courtesy:
Nic Antaya/Stringer/Getty Images of North America/Getty Images Because of the variety of available options, the 2020 Ford F-150 models span a broad price range. A base model of the pickup initially cost around $29,000, and each upgrade or different configuration can increase the overall price, with the luxurious Limited model costing around
$69,000. The 2020 F-150 is spacious and well-appointed, and you can choose from all sorts of premium options that enhance its performance or extravagance.How to Find Deals on the 2020 F-150If you spend a bit of time doing research, you can likely find a 2020 F-150 at a price point that works for you. Start by checking local dealerships. Drive
around and look at them in person and see what’s available locally. Check the websites for nearby dealerships and broaden your search to a little farther away to see what’s available in other towns or cities. Be willing to negotiate, and try to get a lower price if you can. 2021 models will become more widely available, and you may find a dealership
that’s looking to clear out its stock of 2020 trucks. Salespeople at these dealerships may be more willing to lower the price on the F-150 you have your eye on. Photo Courtesy: @KisselbackFord/Twitter You can also look at nationwide retailers and online-only dealerships. Many of these websites offer their own financing and fair prices, and they make
it easy to complete the transaction online. They also often have a large nationwide inventory to pull from, so you may find exactly what you want this way. Keep in mind that, if you do find a truck you like that’s across the country, you’ll need to look into having it shipped to your home. This can add several thousand dollars to the cost of getting your
new truck.Other Models in the Ford F-SeriesThe F-150 isn’t the only model in Ford’s F-Series of pickup trucks. From the early days of the F-Series, Ford has given various models a number, from the original F-1 to today’s range of trucks. These days, Ford combines all of the F-Series numbers above 150 in the “Super Duty” category. The 2020 Super
Duty models include the F-250, F-350 and F-450. Photo Courtesy: Ford As each model of the F-Series increases, the trucks gain larger and more powerful engines, and they also get more expensive the higher you go on the scale. The most expensive F-series model for 2020, the F-450 Platinum edition, has a suggested price that starts at over
$80,000.What Does the Future Hold for the F-150?The 2021 Ford F-150 won’t be made available for sale at dealerships until late 2020, but you can go to Ford’s website and sign up to receive updates about its release, along with any other promotional and marketing materials the company sends out about news and other developments. Some details
about features have been released already; for example, the 2021 models will feature onboard power centers with a variety of plugs to essentially allow you to use these trucks as portable generators. Of course, there’ll be some changes to the exterior, along with new camera features like trailer backup assistance. More details will become available
as the trucks’ release date nears. Photo Courtesy: Bloomberg/Contributor/Getty Images One of the biggest questions that looms over the future of the F-150 is whether Ford will release an all-electric version of the iconic pickup. Rumors of an electric F-Series model have popped up multiple times in recent years, and Ford’s recent investment in
electric vehicle manufacturer Rivian suggests that the upstart company might have a hand in a future electric Ford truck. For now, no official announcements have been made. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET This Jotul Wood Stove review will look at all of the brand’s wood burning cast iron models. Each model’s specifications, features,
and prices are provided.Jotul Wood Stove ReviewThe Jotul company was founded in Norway in 1853 and Jotul North America (NA) was begun in 1980. North American operations are headquartered in Gorham, Maine. All Jotul wood stoves sold in the U.S. are now manufactured here rather than imported from Norway. Jotul NA is considered one of the
dominant, high end, wood burning stove manufacturers in the North American market. But does the user experience match the reputation? It’s a mixed bag, and we’ll tell you why.All Jotul stoves are constructed with the stated goal of quality craftsmanship and materials, maximum efficiency and use of technology which provides clean burn operation.
According to Jotul, their cast iron stoves are the most durable stoves available today. But we’ve yet to find a manufacturer that says its stoves aren’t durable.Let’s look at what makes these stoves so popular and whether they are worth the price.Jotul AdvantagesHere are things to like about Jotul wood burning stove models.Quality Craftsmanship and
MaterialsJotul stoves are made of quality cast iron, and the work is done by expert craftsmen. Most Jotul stove owners are impressed with the durability of their stoves, and reviews bear this out. The stoves are meant to last a lifetime, but as with any stove, it depends on how heavily it is used. Cast iron is very sturdy and should not warp or deform
with high heat and long burning times.Environmentally SoundJotul uses proprietary technology, discussed below, to create stoves with very clean burning and high efficiency, designed to get the most from the fuel. All of its wood burning stoves are 2020 EPA Certified, which means that the Environmental Protection Agency has tested the product and
found that it meets EPA clean air standards, creates less smoke, and uses less wood to create the same amount of heat as those with a poor burn. Of course, the quality and condition of the fuel always plays a role.Free Standing or Used in an Existing FireplaceThe Jotul stoves are made to be free-standing but many are available with a kit that allows
you to install it into an existing fireplace. Note: The fireplace should meet code requirements to ensure safety. That’s not something Jotul is liable for, of course.Unique Features on Some Jotul Wood Stove ModelsThe following technology is available on both the Oslo F500 V3 and the Oslo CF F500 V3 models.Jotul Fusion TechnologyThe brand’s Jotul
Fusion ™ Technology provides the industry’s lowest first hour emissions output for a wood stove. Air shed emissions spike during the startup of a wood burning stove and Jotul Fusion addresses this issue. Hearth & Home magazine honored Jotul in 2019 with a Vesta Award for technological innovation.Jotul Fusion Technology is the combination of a
unique Jotul High Flow ™ Combustor operating along with a secondary combustion baffle and automated secondary air control. This results in a stove that does not require a bypass and has only a single air control lever making it easy to operate and allowing the stove to operate in clean burn mode 100% of the time.The absence of a bypass damper
allows the stove to require lower clearances to combustibles, such as floors and walls.Jotul High Flow CombustorThe Jotul High Flow ™ Combustor design and structure allows for expansion and contraction of the stove material throughout heating cycles to prevent distortion. The combustor is made from an alloy that has a very high melting
temperature and is backed by Jotul’s 20 year combustor warranty protecting against manufacturing defects and materials.The High Flow ™ combustor creates minimal flow resistance eliminating back-puffing and draft sensitivity that is common with traditional catalytic stoves.Jotul Wood Burning Stove Reviews and GuideHere is a more detailed
review of each model. They will guide you in your buying decision based on the features, size, efficiency and your budget. It starts with an overview chart. ModelMaterialBTU CapacityBurn TimeLog SizeMax. HeatingTechnologyHeat EfficiencyMSRP Greenville F45V2Cast Iron58,600Up to 9 hrs.18"1,800 sq ftJotul TurbulatorUp to 73%$2,100 Oslo
F500 V3Cast Iron70,000Up to 10 hrs.24"2,300 sq ftFusion, High FlowUp to 85%$3,200 Oslo CF F300 V3Cast Iron70,000Up to 10 hrs.24"2,300 sq ftFusion, High FlowUp to 85%$3,200 Carrabassett F55 V2Cast Iron/Steel84,311Up to 10 hrs.18"2,600 sq ftUp to 73%$3,000 Jotul F602 V2Cast Iron49,576Up to 5 hrs.16"800 sq ftJotul TurbulatorUp to
75%$1,100 This is a handsome stove with classic appearance.Cast Iron constructionEfficiency LHV 76.55% HHV 71% (These acronyms stand for Low Heat Value and High Heat Value)Estimated Retail Price: $2,100Details: Matte black, this is Jotul’s bestselling medium size wood stove, and is 2020 EPA Certified. The Greenville utilizes Jotul Turbulator
™ non-catalytic clean burn technology creating high efficiency and low emissions.Available Accessories: Flame retardant stove gloves, magnetic stove top thermometer, outside air kit (required for mobile home installations), blower kit, and short leg kit allowing for installation into an existing fireplace with an opening as low as 26.25”. Both models
are 2020 EPA Certified.Cast Iron constructionEfficiency LHV 84.7% HHV 78.4%
Estimated Retail Price: $3,200Details: This stove is a 2019 two time Vesta Award winner for Best in Show - Design and Innovation and for Design and Innovation in Wood Stoves and Fireplace Inserts.This stove is available in black, blue-black, and brown and features
Jotul Fusion and the High Flow Combustor technologies, discussed previously in this article, that allows the stove to operate without the need for a bypass therefore providing a 100% clean burn. The stove has both a front and a side door for convenient loading.The only difference between these two models is that the Oslo F500 V3 has a decorative
arch detail on the front door giving it a more traditional appearance and the Oslo CF F500 V3 has a door without the detail providing a clear view of the fire. Also, the Oslo CF is not available in the blue-black color choice.Available Accessories: Flame retardant stove gloves, magnetic stove top thermometer, outside air kit (required for mobile home
installations), blower kit, short leg kit allowing for installation into an existing fireplace with an opening as low as 26.25”, rear heat shield, side door lock kit, leg leveler kit and universal gasket kit.Here is a video on lighting the Oslo stoves A large window for fire viewing plus a lifetime warranty on the baffle and combustion system make this an
appealing option.Cast Iron and Steel constructionEfficiency: LHV 73.13% HHV 67.97%Estimated Retail Price: $3,000Details: The Carrabassett is Jotul’s new, large, front loading, wood stove and features a fully lined firebrick firebox. This stove is Jotul’s value priced model yet still provides the high quality product they are known for. The Carrabassett
is large enough to be used as a primary heat source and is available in black.Available Accessories: Flame retardant stove gloves, magnetic stove top thermometer, outside air kit (required for mobile home installations), blower kit, universal gasket kit, and short leg kit allowing for installation into an existing fireplace with an opening as low as 26.25”.
Where space is tight, consider this compact Jotul wood burning stove that’s barely a foot wide.Cast Iron constructionEfficiency LHV 75.14% HHV 70%Estimated Retail Price: $ 1,100Details: This bestselling small wood burning stove has earned the nickname “Little Giant” due to its small size yet its ability to achieve over 49,000 BTUs and burn for up
to 5 hours. The stove utilizes the Jotul Turbulator non-catalytic technology. Available in black and 2020 EPA Certified. Following is a video showing this stove in use. We also have another post on best small wood stoves that discusses top mini wood stoves on the market. Jotul provides a Limited Lifetime warranty on baffle and air manifold components
from manufacturers defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the product, a Limited 5 Year warranty on cast iron and steel components, a Limited 2 Year Warranty on the enamel finish, and a 1 Year Warranty on electrical components. The complete warranty is available on the website at:
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